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Executive Summary
Panama has been one of the fastest growing economies in the world over the
previous years. The country has leveraged on the activities surrounding the Canal to
duplicate its income per capita in a decade. A modern sector specialized in logistics,
financial services, communications and trade, has spurred economic growth and
provided a consistent foreign exchange surplus in the balance of services. Building
up the service sector has in turn demanded a lot of investment in construction, the
leading growing sector in Panama, tripling its share within gross domestic product
(GDP) in ten years. Private non-residential construction, and large public
infrastructure projects such as the expansion of the Canal and the Metro of Panama
City, account for most of the boom. Another pillar of growth over the acceleration
period has been trade, namely leveraging on Panama´s excellent trade
infrastructure to channel merchandise from Asia to Central America and the
Caribbean. A last, a vibrant air traffic hub was created in Panama City.

Growth has decelerated recently, mostly as a consequence of a slow down on
construction, and deterioration of trade volumes going through Colón Free Trade
Zone, in particular those on route to Venezuela and Colombia (Hausmann, Santos
and Obach, 2016). 1 Non-residential private investment in construction cannot
indefinitely grow at a faster rate than the economic sectors it caters. Once the stock
of basic infrastructure needed for the expansion of the service sector is in place,
construction will decrease its relative importance and decelerate. Also, to continue
to spur growth at the observed pace via public infrastructure would require a
permanent portfolio of mega projects in execution. The key challenge for Panama is
to identify what are the drivers of growth that will take over as the spearheads of
the economy.

The expansion of the Canal opens a great opportunity for Panama to start thinking
in diversifying into more complex economic activities, while at the same time
expanding its sources of foreign exchange. Given that not all of the activities have
the same likelihood of succeeding in every place, it essential to evaluate the skills
that the economy has developed around the services surrounding the Canal, and
identify activities (good and services) of higher value-added where these skills can
be redeployed.
But that shall not be the only focus of the industrial policy. One of the most striking
features about Panama is its high level of income inequality. The construction boom
has created a large demand for low-skilled workers, and certainly had some benefits
in terms of poverty and inequality reduction. Even after that, Panama remains

In the case of Venezuela, decreased trade volumes resulted from the collapse of imports amidst a
foreign-exchange crisis. The case of Colombia is different, as the country unilaterally decided to
impose an additional 10% tariffs on textiles and footwear coming from the Colón Free Zone. In
February 2016 Panama demanded arbitration of a World Trade Organization Expert Panel. The issue
remains unsolved.
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among the most unequal countries in the world. 2 Now that the construction boom is
expected to decelerate, and a modern service sector demanding high skills is taking
the lead on growth, there is a risk of losing the progress achieved in terms of
poverty and inequality. These dynamics only highlight the need to promote more
complex economic activities across all provinces of Panama, in order to
deconcentrate growth and make it more inclusive. This report is aimed at evaluating
what are the skills that Panama has developed at a national and sub-national levels,
and based on those skills identify more complex activities where these skills could
be redeployed.
We know that a consistent feature of development, both across and within
countries, is that richer places tend to produce a larger variety of goods, that on
average very few countries are able to make. To the contrary, relatively poorer
countries and regions tend to produce fewer goods, that on average many places are
able to make. That goes against the conventional wisdom stating that societies
should specialize in a narrow set of activities where they have competitive
advantages.

The progressive accumulation of productive capacities and know-how, which allows
places to manufacture competitively a larger variety of goods, does provide an
account more consistent with the observed. The intuition to this theory, originally
presented by Hausmann and Hidalgo (2009), is based on the idea that capabilities
and know-how are not observable, but are signaled by the number and nature of the
products that a place is able to manufacture competitively. Regions lacking many
capacities will only be able to assemble a relatively modest number of activities,
which will also be feasible in many other places, and therefore will not bring much
value added. Countries that accumulate many capacities will be able to amass a
relatively large number of activities, which will only be replicable in a small number
of places. As they expand their stock of productive capacities, developing regions
diversify their productive mix into less common activities.

Within this context, the process of diversification poses a chicken-and-egg dilemma:
Nobody wants to acquire skills for an industry that does not exist, and as long as
those skills are not present it is unlikely the industry will show-up. Hidalgo and
Hausmann (2009) have provided a clue on how societies have come around the
dilemma: Countries do not diversify randomly, they rather spread towards activities
that demand similar capabilities than the ones they already have. Current
productive capacities and know-how can be recombined and redeployed into new,
“adjacent”, economic activities.

This report identifies productive capabilities already in place in Panama, as signaled
by the variety and ubiquity of products that is already able to manufacture and
export competitively. Once there, it moves on to identifying opportunities for
By 2012 the GINI coefficient in Panama was 0.52, the fourth highest in the world. Source: World
Development Indicators, World Bank.
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productive diversification based on technological proximity of products or
industries. Since the whole idea is based in identifying productive capabilities, any
assessment based on Panama´s exports needs to correct for re-exporting. Using data
provided by the National Customs Authority of Panama (ANA, for its Spanish
acronym), we were able to pin down Panama true exports of goods. The picture that
emerges shows a very low number, near 1% of GDP, concentrated around lowcomplexity agricultural and mining products.
Given its very basic structure of exportable goods, our analysis of potential
diversification opportunities for Panama identified as the most attractive
opportunities more downstream products within the Food and Vegetables category.
The list comprises products used by the printing industry (supply materials for
newspaper, journals and magazines), paper and paperboard products (paperboard
labels, toilet paper, cartons). Beverages also ranked well (water, beer, other
fermented beverages), as did other preparations of cereals, flour, and starch (bakery
products, malt, cereals). A more strategic sector that showed up, one that demands
covering longer distances in terms of capabilities, was Chemicals and plastics. Dyes,
paints and inks (mostly paint and varnishes), plastics (polyamides, plastic sheets,
plastic tubes and fittings, packing lids) and soaps, waxes and paints (lubricants,
cleaning products, soap) were the sections within this sector that came out with
more potential.

Our approach in exportable goods provides a roadmap to identify potential
opportunities in exportable goods, but overlooks the fact that Panama´s strongest
capabilities and know-how are to be found in the exportable service sector. To
address that, we relied on more granular data on observable capacities used by
different sectors, as reported in population and economic censuses. These type of
data also give us the opportunity to measure technological proximities in different
ways. An initial approach would be to capture the tendency for economic activities
to co-locate in different provinces or districts within Panama (same criteria used to
identify opportunities on exportable goods). Another is to leverage on
administrative or statistical datasets that measure cross-sector labor flows. From an
intuitive standpoint this is a very attractive approach, as it considers two industries
adjacent if labor flows between them are relatively more intense. 3 At last, a separate
approach to measure proximity between pairs of industries in based on
occupations. According to this criteria, two industries are assumed to be closer from
a technology standpoint, the more similar the occupations they tend to employ.

We do not have to make leaps of faith regarding any of this criteria. We applied each
of them on data coming from censuses, and tested their capacity to predict the
economic activity that showed at the province and district level ten years down the
road. In the case of Panama, the proximity-matrix built on all three criteria had
We did not obtain access to the relevant data to advance this exercise in Panama from its Social
Security Agency, but have converted back to the Panamanian standards the distances and proximities
derived from the Swedish labor-flow matrix as developed by Neffke and Hartog (2014).
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predictive power, but the one based on occupation similarities between pairs of
industries proved to be the most powerful. Using occupation-similarities, we
identified opportunities for diversification for each of the thirteen provinces of
Panama. Within the text of the paper we have chosen three illustrative examples of
provinces that have very distinct characteristics that justify different approaches to
export diversification: Colón, Darién, and Chiriquí. 4

Colón is a relatively developed region, and as such exhibits a significant variety of
industries, that on average are only found in few Panamanian provinces. Interesting
opportunities are relatively close, which in turn could help in expanding the
complexity of its province by making even further opportunities accessible. The
potential for diversification in Colón shows up in modern services such as in
logistics and a variety of commerce and trade services. Surprisingly, we find
relevant manufacturing sectors at a nearby distance, such as plastics (plates, sheets,
vases, containers), foodstuffs (beer, preparations of meat and fish), and paper
(newspapers, journal, periodicals, cartons).

Eastern Panama seems to have the least complex and connected industrial structure
in the country. As such, the most promising sectors are still at a significant distance
in terms of capabilities. Darién is a case in point. Some of the opportunities that
come up in our analysis, such as education and health services, probably reflect
relative the insufficiencies of State footprint in the poorest province in Panama.
Other than that, the most interesting sectors such as manufacture of paper products
(newsprint, paper, dairies and other edibles) and construction materials (cement)
shall be considered strategic bets, and will require significant State effort to ignite.
Other sectors associated with the tourism industry (ecotourism) and logistic service
associated to transport of goods are more feasible, if limited in complexity and
scope.

Somewhere between Colón and Darién lays Chiriquí. Its diversification
opportunities are not as abundant and nearby as the former, and yet not as steep as
the latter. Several medium-high complexity manufacturing goods are at relatively
feasible distance, mostly related to minerals (metal press, forged metal, primary
products derived from iron, coke ovens), construction materials (cement, lime, cast),
and goods derived from wood (carpentry, musical instruments). Also, the presence
of several activities in wholesale commerce and transport logistics suggests that it
could also leverage its position as bordering province to the rest of Central America
to develop the sectors that are already relatively close to its productive structure.
These results should not be considered neither a mandate, nor the output of a
process aimed at picking the winners in the lottery of industrial policy. Our
approach has only resulted in a roadmap to guide the search for strategic sectors
While we explore these three cases at length in the paper, visualizations and tables identifying
opportunities for productive diversification in the remaining provinces in Panama are in the
appendix.
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that could potentially help Panama in diversifying its productive capabilities and
competitive exports. Our list only points out to potential sectors that demand
capabilities that, to a varying extent, are already in site on each of the provinces. A
more in-depth industry analysis shall ensue, in order to establish which capabilities
are missing and what can be done to ease their supply in an efficient way.
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1. Introduction
It is a consistent pattern that as countries or communities tend to develop, they tend
to diversify their productive structures into increasingly singular economic
activities. In Figure 1, we visualize the diversity and average ubiquity of the export
baskets of different countries, along with their level of economic development. The
salient feature of this visualization is that, on average, richer countries lay on the
high-diversity, low-ubiquity end of the graph, while poorest countries are to be
found in the low-diversity, high-ubiquity quadrant. That is to say, rich countries are
able to manufacture and export a large number of goods, which on average a smaller
number of countries are able to make. To the contrary, poor countries tend to
produce and export relatively fewer goods, which on average many other countries
are able to make.

Figure 1. Diversity, Average Ubiquity and GDP per Capita (2013-2014)

These patterns are also evident in evaluating subnational industrial structures. Most
developed cities or regions diversify into relatively exceptional economic sectors,
while the least developed remain concentrated into fewer, more ubiquitous
activities. Panama is no exception. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate this dynamic
using the level of average industrial ubiquity and the level of occupational diversity 5
per location at the Province and at the District level, respectively. Again, richer areas
of the country move towards the bottom-right end of the visualization, while poorer
regions concentrate in the upper-left area.
The relevance of occupation-based metrics in discussing subnational complexity patterns will be
explained below.

5

Figure 2. Occupational Diversity vs. Average Industry Ubiquity (Panamanian Provinces, 2010)

Figure 3. Occupational Diversity vs. Average Industry Ubiquity (Panamanian Districts, 2010)

Making sense of this fact is not straightforward, as the usual narrative stemming
from the economic literature is that societies should specialize in a relatively
narrow set of activities where they can amass competitive advantages. Yet again
conventional wisdom is not consistent with reality. Alternatively, the view of the
progressive accumulation of productive capacities and know-how as the path to

economic development 6 can account for this fact. The intuition about our “Economic
Complexity” perspective about economic development goes as follows:
• Productive capacities and pieces of tacit know-how, which are not perfectly
observable, are combined in the development of different economic sectors.
• Regions that lack many capacities will only be able to assemble a relatively
modest number of activities, which will also be feasible in many other
regions.
• To the contrary, regions that accumulate many capacities will be able to
assemble a relatively large number of activities, many of which will only be
replicable in a very small group of other regions.
• As they expand their stock of productive capacities, developing regions
become able to diversify their productive mix into less common activities.

From this perspective, the concept of productive diversity and average ubiquity of a
region’s productive mix are indicative of its level of economic development. The
Economic Complexity Index (ECI) balances these concepts iteratively to correct the
noise in one with the average values of the other 7. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the
countries with the lowest and highest levels of economic complexity in 2013-2014
respectively.

Figure 4. Economic Complexity Index (Lowest values in 2013-2014)

Hausmann and Hidalgo (2009).
The relationship between ECI, diversity and average ubiquity is not 1-to-1 precisely because
deviations in one are corrected for the other. For example, Japan is much more less diversified than
other countries in the top of the ECI distribution, but since its export basket is shaped by very low
ubiquity products, it ends up being the country with the highest ECI value in our distribution.
6
7

Figure 5. Economic Complexity Index (Highest values in 2013-2014)

In the context of country-level export patterns, ECI values have been found to be excellent predictors
of economic activity and future economic growth 8. Figure 6 shows the strong relationship between
ECI between 2013-2014 and GDP per capita in the same period. From this visualization, we can
estimate that GDP per Capita in Panama is about twice the amount expected given the complexity of
its current good export structure 9.

See http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/book
This study blends a Panama specific dataset that guarantees that export values add truly
Panamanian exports only, with the standard UNCOMTRADE data of exports per product by country.

8
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Figure 6. Economic Complexity Index and GDP per Capita (2013-2014)

ECI values are also strong predictors of subnational income levels in Panama. Figure
7 shows the association between monthly-declared incomes per capita 10 and the
occupation based ECI 11.

Figure 7. Declared Income per Capita vs. Occupation Based ECI (Panamanian Districts, 2010)

10 Monthly incomes might seem surprisingly low. This is because data extracted from the population
census is affected by a significant number of individuals that decide not to report their incomes,
hence lowering the per capita observed or reported incomes in comparison to standard expectations.
11 Now again, the use of occupation based complexity metrics for the subnational case will be
discussed in section four and in the technical appendix.

The process of expansion of the productive capacities in a society does not occur at
random. Due to the same coordination failures that prevent individuals from
mastering specialized skills that are not demanded by their economies, the
incentives for the organic accumulation of productive capacities are endogenous to
the capacities that are already available, and how they can be recombined into new,
“adjacent possible”, economic activities. The degree of “technological proximity”
between pairs of products or industries can be estimated in a number of ways.
In an international trade context, these proximities have been estimated as the
tendency for the exports of different pairs of goods to co-locate in the same
countries of origin 12. These estimates lead to the development of the concept of the
Product Space, a network visualization that shows each product most closely
connected to those other products to which it tends to co-locate to the most. Figure
8 shows its structure, displaying a clear tendency for aggregate sectors to cluster
together.

Figure 8 - The International Product Space

Source: atlas.cid.harvard.edu

It has been shown that in time, countries tend to diversify their exports into
products that are absent but relatively proximate from a technology standpoint
(from a Product Space perspective) to their current export structure 13. That is, the
metric of “density” of a country’s export basket around an absent product associates
12
13

See http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/book
See Implied Comparative Advantage by Hausmann, Hidalgo, Yildirim and Stock (2014)

positively and robustly with the chances of the exports of such product to appear
and grow.

Hence, this metric can help assess the opportunities for export diversification of
countries. This sense feasibility has to be balanced with variables that capture a
sense of opportunity in a adding a product to a country’s export basket. From an
economic complexity perspective, this can be measured by two indices:
•
•

Product Complexity Index (PCI): The analogous of the ECI applied to
products.
Complexity Outlook Gain Index (COG): Measures how the connectivity of the
country’s export basket in the Product Space improves by diversifying into
such product

The purpose of this paper is to look for evidence in a diverse array of datasets to
address the question of what productive diversification opportunities are available
for Panama, its 12 provinces and 75 districts. More specifically, the paper addresses
the following topics:
1. Measuring Panama’s true exports of goods without accounting for re-exports.
2. Assessing Panama’s position in the Product Space and determining its
strategic position for export diversification.
3. Visualizing and discussing export diversification opportunities according to
three strategic approaches.
4. Determining the best possible approach to measure the technological
proximity between pairs of industries within Panama in terms of their
capacity to predict future growth and appearance.
5. Assessing the strategic position for industrial diversification of all provinces
and districts within Panama.
6. Illustrating the process of identifying and exploring productive
diversification opportunities at the sub-national level, for three Panamanian
provinces of different strategic situation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2. Panama’s Export Diversification
Opportunities discusses about Panama’s current export structure and its
diversification opportunities. Section 3. Measuring technological similarity between
economic sectors addresses the question of what’s the best approach to measure
industrial technological similarity within Panama, by examining a number of
plausible and measurable alternatives. 4. Regional industrial diversification
opportunities assesses how to measure industrial diversification opportunities, and
presents relevant analysis for three Panamanian provinces. General conclusions and
recommendations are presented in Section 5. Conclusions and policy recommendations.

2. Panama’s Export Diversification Opportunities
2.1. Panama’s true exports of goods in 2013 and 2014
For years 2013 and 2014, UNComtrade 14 suggest that the value goods exports
originated in Panama added up to $12.5 billion, in a rather diversified array.
However, after discounting the imports for each product 15, the sum of positive net
exports by product shrinks to about $3.4 billion, which concentrate in a much more
constrained number of products. The explanation for this drastic difference is the
relevance of re-exporting activities for the Panamanian economy 16.
A fair assessment of Panama’s exports of goods should limit to Customs registers of
transactions that can be linked to a domestic source through a certificate of origin.
The National Customs Authority of Panama (ANA for its Spanish acronym) was kind
enough to provide a joint dataset of Panamanian export transactions in 20132014 17. This export data registers the country of origin of the exported product.
Hence, our definition of Panama’s true exports of goods in this period is the sum by
product of all transactions that are registered as originated either in Panama or in
especially identified regions within Panama (i.e. Colón Free Zone).

The picture obtained from analyzing this data is much different from the one of
diversified exports of $12 billion in 2013-2014. The total value of exports of goods
in this period assessed from ANA’s dataset is about $1.1 billion. Figure 9, Figure 10
and Figure 11 show how these reduced exports of goods concentrate mostly on
Agricultural and Mining products, of low or mid-low complexity.

Looking at this data with more depth, specific products that shape the bulk of the
country’s exports in each complexity block can be identified (Figure 12 to Figure
15). 18 At the low complexity level, Bananas and Gold dominate the exports of goods.
At the mid-low complexity level, exports of goods concentrate in ethyl alcohols,
meats and cheese, and paper related products. The latter also capture the largest
exports of mid-high complexity goods, with the addition of flat-rolled iron. Finally,
paintings, inks and aldehydes account for most exports of high complexity products.

As reported in the Atlas of Economic Complexity – see http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu
This study refers to specific product to product categories in the HS classification system, revision
3 (1992) at 4 digits
16 Re-export activities consist in temporary importing goods to be later exported after minor
domestic value added.
17 Mention that the dataset does not allow to differentiate years.
18 The following bar graphs only show export products in which Panama show a Relative
Comparative Advantage index above the unit. See Balassa (1964) for a justification of this metric for
the purpose of assessing a country’s comparative advantage.
14
15

Figure 9. Exports of goods by product section

Source: ANA and own Calculations

Figure 10. Exports of goods by economic complexity group

Source: ANA and own Calculations

Figure 11. Exports of goods by product section and economic complexity group

Source: ANA and own Calculations

Figure 12. Products Exported Competitively from Panama (2013-2014 - Low Complexity)

Figure 13. Products Exported Competitively from Panama (2013-2014 - Medium-Low Complexity)

Figure 14. Products Exported Competitively from Panama (2013-2014 - Medium-High Complexity)

Figure 15. Products Exported Competitively from Panama (2013-2014 - High Complexity)

2.2. Panama’s Strategic Approach to Export Diversification
While there is no automatic way to visualize this data in the Product Space, it is
possible to visualize the UNComtrade data and impose especial constraints to
consider Panamanian exports of a given product as competitive. A country is
considered to have a comparative advantage in a product if its share within the
country´s export basket is larger than the share of the product on worldwide
exports. This index, known as Relative Comparative Advantage, would hence need
to be larger than the unit. In studying the location of Panamanian exports of goods
in the Product Space with the UNComtrade data, we use an RCA threshold of 3.
Figure 16 shows how the only area of the Product Space that is robustly populated
by Panamanian exports is the agriculture cluster. While this does not mean that
Panama is only competitive in these products, it does underscore the point that
Panama’s export structure is relatively peripheral and concentrated in low
complexity products.

Figure 16. Panama's position in the Product Space (RCA > 3)

Source: atlas.cid.harvard.edu

Using the ANA data, products with RCA below the unit can be visualized according
to their distance to Panama’s current export structure, their COI and their
Complexity Block. Figure 17 shows these three metrics for all “missing products” in
Panama (products with a RCA lower than one). The first apparent finding is that the
added opportunity of each missing product is, on average, higher for products that
are more distant from Panama’s current export structure. Now again, this is a
common feature of countries with relatively peripheral export structures. However,
the notable vertical dispersion observed at different distances suggests that there
are significant optimization opportunities in assessing which products should be
considered.

Figure 17. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Panama, 2013-2014)

To making sense of all this data demands an exercise of aggregation and
decomposition. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show what product sections and sectors 19
average out missing products in ways that suggest their strategic position.

Some optimization lessons become apparent immediately from Figure 18. Missing
products in Vegetables and Foodstuffs are closer and more strategic than those in
the Minerals section. This case is also apparent when comparing Transport Vehicles
with Textiles and Furniture; when comparing Chemicals and Plastics with Metals
and Stone & Glass; and when comparing Machinery to Electronics. Figure 19 allows
for further precision, pointing to a number of relatively close Agricultural products
and Foodstuffs that outweigh other products with similar distance in both COG and
PCI (Edible preparations, Beverages, Oils, Wood, Dairy Products, Cocoa and Meat).
At higher distances, we see Chemical Products (Soaps, Dyes, Pharmaceuticals and
Plastics) along with Machineries dominating the opportunity scores at their
respective distances.

Product sectors are defined as the 2-digit level of detail of the HS classification system, revision 3
(1992). Product sections are aggregates of these 2-digit sectors used by the Center for International
Development in the Colombian and Mexican subnational atlases of economic complexity. See
http://datlascolombia.com and http://complejidad.datos.gob.mx.
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Figure 18. Strategic Sectors (Section Level Analysis, Panama, 2013-2014)

Figure 19. Strategic Sectors (2-digit Level Analysis, Panama, 2013-2014)

Figure 20 to Figure 23 show the same information contained in Figure 17,
decomposed by complexity block.

Figure 20. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Panama 2013-2014 - Low Complexity)

Figure 21. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Panama, 2013-2014 - Medium-Low Complexity)

Figure 22. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Panama, 2013-2014 - Medium-High Complexity)

Figure 23. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Panama, 2013-2014 - High Complexity)

While there is a better understanding of the economic activities where
opportunities for export diversification may roam, narrowing the analysis to the
product level requires a way to reduce the dimensionality of the variables for
measuring feasibility and opportunity. This need opens the question of how to
reduce this dimensionality.
Countries that are very peripheral and have little opportunities for organic
diversification into new interesting sectors may put a prime on opportunity, while

countries that are low in complexity but have good connectivity to increasingly
complex product might emphasize on short distances. Finally, countries with
adequate complexity but difficulty for improving organically can opt for a more
parsimonious, balanced strategy.

These are the principles behind Figure 24, which shows the normalized ECI values
for different countries in the world, along with their Complexity Outlook Indexes
(COI) 20. The analyzes becomes more intuitive if we proceed clockwise from the
bottom-left. Countries in that quadrant of the graph should prioritize “Strategic
Bets” for products that enhance their connectivity and complexity, despite being far
from their current and peripheral export structure. Countries in the upper left
quadrant are not very complex, but their good connectivity from a Product Space
perspective suggests that they might have some “Ripe Fruits”, close products that
might enhance their complexity significantly. Countries in the upper-right quadrant
are both relatively complex and well connected, which suggests that they are in a
good situation and with plenty of room to continue growing organically. Finally,
countries in the bottom-right quadrant already show significant levels of export
complexity, but lack the connectivity to continue improving organically. For
countries on the right-hand side of the chart, a more “Balanced” strategy, equally
weighing feasibility and opportunity, is advised.

Figure 24. ECI vs. COI (International Trade, 2013-2014)

20 The Complexity Outlook Index (COI) is a country specific measure of how well positioned a country
is in the international product space, by assessing the aggregate distance to all missing products in its
export basket. More peripheral export structures will have worse COI than more central ones. The
Complexity Outlook Gain Index (COG) is a product-country specific measure that assesses how the
aggregation of a particular product to a country’s export basket improves said country’s COI, or the
quality of its position in the Product Space. The mathematics behind these indices are discussed in
the Technical Appendix.

Hence, where a country is located in these quadrants might hints on the strategic
approach to export diversification that should be followed: “Strategic Bets”, “Ripe
Fruit”, or “Balanced”. While strictly speaking Panama lays in the “Strategic Bets”
quadrant, it is noteworthy that it is very close to the center of the visualization. This
implies that there are little grounds to justify any of these specific approaches.

Therefore, we proceed to identify export diversification opportunities according to
each of the three strategic approaches. Definitions and methods for producing the
relevant scores for the “Strategic Bets”, “Balanced”, and “Ripe Fruit” approaches are
shown below, along with visualizations and tables displaying aggregate product
sections that show highest approach scores, and the top 50 missing products
according to each strategy.
2.2.1. Strategic Bets

This approach prioritizes opportunity over feasibility. That is, the strategic bets
approach score is a weighted average of normalized values of each dimension,
setting 40% weight in Density, 21 40% in COG, and 20% on PCI. This approach is
suggested for the bottom-left quadrant in Figure 24, for countries with low scores in
both complexity and connectivity in the Product Space. Figure 25 sorts all product
sections according to average Strategic Bets score of their missing products in
Panama. The figure suggests that special emphasis should be placed on Transport
Vehicles, Chemicals and Machinery. Figure 26 and Table 1 show the top 50 products
according to Strategic Bets score, displaying additional information about them.

Figure 25. Product sectors (Section Level) by Strategic Bets approach (Panama, 2013-2014)

As the inverse metric of distance, the density of a product increases the closest it is to the export
structure of a given country. The mathematical expressions to calculate these metrics for both the
export of products and the employment of industries are discussed in the Technical Appendix.
21

Figure 26. Strategic Products (Strategic Bets Approach, Panama, 2013-2014)

Table 1. Top 50 Products for export diversification according to the Strategic Bets Approach

Source: UNCOMTRADE, World Bank WDI, ANA and Own Calculations.

2.2.2. Balanced Approach
This approach weighs equally feasibility and opportunity. That is, the balanced
approach score is a weighted average of the normalized values of the Density, COG
and PCI for missing products that sets 50% weight in Density and 25% in both COG
and PCI. This approach is suggested for the quadrants to the right in Figure 24.
Figure 27 sorts all product sections according to average scores of their missing
products in Panama. It suggests that special emphasis should be placed on
Vegetables and Foodstuffs, Transport Vehicles and Chemicals. Figure 28 and Table 2
show the top 50 products according to the Balanced score, with some additional
information about each.

Figure 27. Product sectors (Section Level) by Balanced approach (Panama, 2013-2014)

Figure 28. Strategic Products (Balanced Approach, Panama, 2013-2014)

Table 2. Top 50 Products for export diversification according to the Balanced Approach

Source: UNCOMTRADE, World Bank WDI, ANA and Own Calculations.

2.2.3. Ripe Fruit Approach
This approach emphasizes feasibility over opportunity. That is, the Ripe Fruit
approach score is a weighted average of the normalized values of the Density (65%),
COG (20%) and PCI (15%) for missing products. A Ripe Fruit approach is suggested
for countries in the upper-left quadrant in Figure 24, with relatively low complexity
but relatively high connectivity in the Product Space. Figure 29 sorts all product
sections according to the average Ripe Fruit score of their missing products in
Panama. Again, it suggests that special emphasis should be placed on Vegetables and
Foodstuffs, Transport Vehicles, and Minerals. 22 Figure 30 and Table 3 show the top
50 products according to the Ripe Fruit score, with additional information.

Figure 29. Product sectors (Section Level) by Ripe Fruit approach (Panama, 2013-2014)

Figure 30. Strategic Products (Ripe Fruit Approach, Panama, 2013-2014)

Minerals shall be taken with care, as long as they might only be feasible in places with very
particular natural endowments that are not replicable.
22

Table 3. Top 50 Products for export diversification according to the Ripe Fruit Approach

Source: UNCOMTRADE, World Bank WDI, ANA and Own Calculations.

Independently of the particular approach followed, there are certain sections and
products that appear repeatedly in the list of potential products. This is consistent
with the fact that Panama lies at the very center of the Complexity Outlook vs.
Economic Complexity schedule (Figure 24), and therefore it is hard to pin down a
single strategy for identifying potential sectors.

There are many products within the Vegetables and Foodstuffs category, that
made the three lists of potential products according to each of the three different
criteria. It is noteworthy that when we look at the strategy that weighs more on
proximity, 31 of the 50 products ranked (63%) belong to Vegetables and Foodstuffs.
That is one of the alternatives of productive diversification: To add capabilities and
begin expanding products downstream from the low complexity products that
Panama is nowadays able to export competitively. Within these area, and following
the ranking of the 50 most attractive products for each strategy, the most salient
opportunities appear to be related to the paper-industry, such as products used by
the printing industry (supply materials for newspaper, journals and magazines),
paper and paperboard products (paperboard labels, toilet paper). Beverages
were also well ranked (water, beer, other fermented beverages), as well as
preparations of cereals, flour, and starch (bakery products, malt, cereals).
The second sector that shows up consistently in the rankings are Chemicals and
plastics. The fact that the products belonging to this category were more pervasive
in the ranking of strategies other than Reap Fruits (24% of all Strategic Bets and
28% of the ranking on the more Balanced strategy), clearly indicates that it entails
more risk, i.e. jumping longer distances in the product space forest. Dyes, paints
and inks (mostly paint and varnishes), plastics (polyamides, plastic sheets, plastic
tubes and fittings, packing lids) and soaps, waxes and paints (lubricants, cleaning
products, soap) were the sectors that came out with more potential within our
analysis.
The analysis provided abroad should be considered as a roadmap to guide the
search for strategic sectors that could potentially help Panama in diversifying its
productive capabilities and competitive exports. Our analysis only suggests that
these sectors demand some capabilities that Panama might already have in place. A
more industry-detailed analysis based on this roadmap shall help in determining
what are these sectors intensive on, and out of those which capabilities are already
on the ground, and which are still missing, and how they can be attracted.

3. Measuring technological similarity between economic
sectors
The previous discussion about export diversification opportunities in Panama was
based on a measure of technological similarity between tradable products. The
values in the “proximity matrix” used for this exercise measured the tendency of

different pairs of products to co-originate from the same countries, or more
specifically, the minimum of the conditional probabilities for a country to be
competitive in one product, given that is competitive on other.

The theoretical principle behind this metric is that different activities require
different capabilities, but some activities overlap in a large portion of their required
capabilities. If two sectors require a similar set of capabilities (For example, male
shirts and female shirts), the fact that one of them is feasible in a country suggests
the presence of many of the required capabilities of the other, and hence a higher
likelihood for competitiveness in the other.

While the required capabilities of different sectors are unobservable, their tendency
to co-originate in an international trade setting is perfectly measurable as a proxy
for the similarity of required capacities. Building on this proximity matrix,
Hausmann et al (2014) find evidence that presence of technologically similar
activities (as measured by the Density measure) associates positively with the
future growth and appearance of economic sectors in different countries.

However, this metric cannot be used in assessing industrial diversification
opportunities for provinces and districts within Panama, since this exercise requires
information about non-tradable activities, which are the largest economic sectors in
Panama today. Hence, a different approach to measuring technological similarity
between industry pairs needs to be used for this purpose.

An initial approach could be to capture the tendency for economic activities to colocate in different provinces or districts within Panama, using the same conditional
probability method for the employment by sector-region within Panama. While
plausible, this approach could lead to biases, as economic activities might tend to colocate not due to technological similarities but due to urban scaling issues. For
instance, the Theater and Central Government activities may appear to be very close
technologically when they tend to co-locate because employment in both
concentrates in large cities.

Other approaches take advantage of more granular data about actually observable
capacities being used by different sectors in order to estimate the similarity in all
industry pairs. One approach is to leverage on administrative or statistical datasets
that measure cross-sector labor flows. This alternative measures the relative
frequency of labor flows between industry pairs as a measure of the tendency for
such sectors to use the same human talent. This is the principle behind the skillrelatedness metric derived for a Swedish context (see Neffke and Henning, 2013;
Neffke, Otto and Weyh, 2016), as well the Colombian 23 and Mexican 24 Atlases of
Economic Complexity. Sadly, the authors did not obtain access to the relevant data
to advance this exercise in Panama from its Social Security Agency (CSS, for its
23
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Spanish acronym). However, the Swedish labor-flow matrix was expressed in an
industry classification system that could be converted back into an adapted version
of the Panamanian edition of the International Standardized Industry Classification
(ISIC) in its third revision.

Finally, a separate approach to measure the overlap in explicit capacities being used
by different economic activities takes advantage of statistical sources that capture
the occupations or tasks of the labor force in each of the economic sectors. This
approach suggests that sectors that overlap in an important part of their occupation
vectors will tend to require relatively similar talents to be developed effectively. In
the Panamanian case, the population census captures information for both the
economic activity and the occupation for each of the surveyed individuals that
report being part of the work force. The same conditional probability approach in
the co-location case would now be used on an industry-occupation dataset to assess
the technological similarity between industry pairs. That is, measuring the
minimum of the conditional probabilities that an occupation is relatively important
for one sector, given that it is relatively important for the other. The Brazilian
subnational economic complexity tool “DataViva” follows this approach 25.

In order to address which is the right methodological approach to the question of
predicting future growth and appearance of economic activities for Panamanian
provinces and districts, we replicate the empirical approach followed by Hausmann
et al (2014) to predict the growth rate (intensive margin) and the probability of
appearance and disappearance (extensive margin) of different industries (in terms
of employment) between 2000 and 2010. We measure the size of each activity per
province and district from the Population Censuses for both years.

The specification of the empirical model for the intensive margin specification
follows:
𝑡𝑡+10
𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
) = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 log(𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
) + 𝛽𝛽2 log(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
) + 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 + 𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
log(𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
/𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

In this specification, the meaning of its components is the following:
• “i” means industry,
• “r” means region (province or district, depending on the regression),
• “t” is the year 2000, and t+10 is the year 2010,
𝑡𝑡
• “𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
” means employment in industry “i” and region “r” in the year 2000,
𝑡𝑡
• “𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ” means the Density in industry “i” and region “r” in the year 2000,
• “𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 ” means industry fixed effects,
• “𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟 ” means region fixed effects,
• “𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ” means statistical error.
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This regression was executed with the densities computed from the co-location
proximities (“coloc”), the Swedish labor-flow proximities (“swe”) and the
occupation vector proximities (“occ”). Clustering of standard errors at the industry
or region levels were added as robustness checks. In the case of district-level
regressions, specifications with region fixed effects and clustering of standard
errors at the province level were also considered. Table 4 shows the regression
results at the province level, while Table 5 and Table 6 show the regression results
at the district level.

Table 4. Intensive margin regression specifications at the province level

Table 5. Intensive margin regression specifications at the district level (I)

Table 6. Intensive margin regression specifications at the district level (II)

The most important finding to be learned from the intensive margin regressions, at
both the province and district levels, is that the lagged density metric based on
occupation proximity shows the most robust positive association with future
employment growth at the industry/region level of analysis among the three
alternative approaches followed to estimate the technological similarity between
pairs of sectors. The robust negative coefficients in the lagged value of employment
are expected, since larger industry/region cells will tend to grow slower (this meanreversion term is ubiquitous in the literature).

At the province level, we find no evidence of a statistically significant association
between the Co-location and Swedish densities, while the Occupation proximity
density has a positive and significant effect. While the association becomes
insignificant after clustering standard errors at the province level, we see that in
regression specifications that simultaneously control for all three alternative
densities, only the Occupation proximity density shows a positive and significant
coefficient, which is also robust to the clustering of standard errors at the industry
or province levels.

At the district level, we find positive and significant coefficients for the Co-location
and Swedish densities, but only in the specification that includes fixed effects and
clustering of standard errors at the province level. However, the Occupation
proximity density shows positive and significant coefficients for all its specifications.
In the joint densities regressions, Co-location and Swedish densities show either
negative or insignificant associations with employment growth, while the
Occupation proximity density shows robust positive and significant coefficients. On
average, between the province specifications and the district specifications that
control by fixed effects at the province level, an increase of 1% in the Occupation
proximity density associates with a 0.021% increase in the employment in an
industry-region cell.
Additional interest is set on whether higher (lower) values of these density metrics
help predict the chances of appearance (disappearance) of missing (absent)
industries. To address this hypothesis, Hausmann et al (2014) outline an extensive
margin specification in two stages:
• First Stage: A Probit model is executed to test whether density values
associate positively with the presence of a sector.
• Second Stage: If a positive association is found, then the differences between
predicted probabilities and the binary variable that determines presence are
calculated. These “residuals” of the first stage are then used as independent
variables in a second Probit predicting a binary variable for initially absent
sectors that determines whether they appeared (1) or not (0). For sectors
that were initially absent, the inverse applies – that is, the second Probit runs
on a binary variable that shows whether the sector disappeared (1) or not
(0).

In the second stage, the expected coefficient for the “appearance” regression is
negative, since all residuals for absent sectors should be negative and higher
absolute values hypothetically associate with sectors that should have been present,
but were not. The inverse is true for the “disappearance” regression: since all
residuals should be positive for initially present sectors, and higher residuals
hypothetically associate with sectors that shouldn’t have been present but were,
then we expect a positive coefficient between the residual and the chance of
disappearance.
Another important aspect of these specifications is that the definition of presence is
determined as a location quotient higher than 0.25, and the definition of absence is
determined as a location quotient lower than 0.05 26. The goal of defining absence
and presence in this discontinuous manner is to be even more restrictive on the
events of appearance and disappearance, avoiding that small changes in
employment may mistakenly suggest the occurrence of an extensive event. With this
definition, for the variable Appearance to take the value of one, that sector-location
cell should have observed an increase of its location quotient of at least five-fold.
Inversely, for the variable Disappearance to take the value of one, that sectorlocation cell should have observed a shrinking of its location quotient to at least 1/5
of its original value.
Table 7 and Table 8 show the results of the first stage and second stages of the
extensive margin regressions at the province and district levels respectively.

26 The location quotient of a region-industry cell is the analogous to the RCA metric in the
international trade context. That is, the location quotient is the fraction of the employment of an
industry in a given location as a share of the full employment of the location, by the fraction of the
employment of that industry in all of Panama by the full size of the Panamanian work force.

Table 7. Extensive margin regression specifications at the province level

Table 8. Extensive margin regression specifications at the district level

Other than the coefficient of the second stage regression on disappearances for the
Swedish density residuals (which shows statistically insignificant results), all other
regressions for both provinces and districts show coefficients with the expected sign
and with statistically significant values. All coefficients in the first stage show
positive and significant coefficients, suggesting that higher density values for all
three approaches associate with a higher probability of a sector to be considered
present. The negative coefficients in the appearance regressions suggest that
originally absent sectors with higher original density values are more likely to
appear than sectors with lower original density values. The positive coefficients in
the disappearance regressions suggest the inverse: initially present sectors with
lower original density values have a higher chance to disappear.

While the extensive margin regressions are encouraging for all three density
approaches, the fact that results for the Occupation proximity densities in the
intensive margin specifications are largely superior to those of the Co-location and
Swedish densities, suggests that the analysis of industrial diversification
opportunities for provinces and districts should be developed considering the
occupation similarity proximity matrix. We now proceed to analyze industrial
diversification opportunities.

4. Regional industrial diversification opportunities

After reaching a conclusion on using occupation proximity based metrics of density
(and its inverse, distance) to assess the feasibility of missing sectors in different
provinces or districts within Panama, the question of how to measure complexity
for locations and for industries remains open.

In the international trade context, the ECI and the PCI are estimated with an
iterative correction process between diversity and ubiquity. Estimating these
metrics is trickier in a subnational and industrial context – in particular for a
country with the dimensions of Panama, as the number of economic activities and
locations is much shorter. Since we cannot import these metrics externally, one
option is to use the occupational diversity of the occupation vector of each sector as
our measure of industrial complexity; and a measure of regional complexity similar
to ECI, but based on the iterative correction of a region’s occupational diversity and
an occupation’s regional ubiquity.
The principles behind these alternatives are justified in the economic development
paradigm we have discussed thus far: Increasing the productive capabilities in a
society as the secret to economic development. Under this view, the process of
specialization of work at the individual level leads to the industrial diversification of
regions into increasingly complex activities. As used in the Brazilian Atlas of
Economic Complexity “DataViva”, occupational diversity in a sector is an indicator of
the number of specific skills that need to be assembled for the successful

development of a given economic activity – the more occupations, the more complex
the sector becomes.

All the same, regions capable of assembling a very diverse array of relatively unique
productive occupations, will be better suited to recombine them successfully in the
development of relatively complex economic activities. The advantage of being able
to explicitly observe capabilities by capturing the occupations of censed individuals
in the workforce is also complemented by the fact that the Panamanian occupation
system breaks down at a more granular level than ISIC´s decomposition of economic
activities27.
Strategic approaches to industrial diversification for Panamanian provinces and
districts can be determined under these occupation-based core metrics of economic
complexity – technological proximity between industries and complexity of
locations and industries. As was the case with Figure 24 for Panama as a whole,
Figure 31 and Figure 32 plot the relative position of provinces and districts in terms
of complexity and in terms of technological connectivity to missing industries. These
figures show how the interoceanic region is the most complex of the country, yet has
limitations in its capacity to diversify organically due to relatively poor connectivity.
It also shows that western Panama, while not relatively complex, accounts for the
regions with best connectivity to central and complex sectors. At last, they evidence
the relative peripheral and non-complex nature of economic activities in eastern
Panama.

Figure 31. ECI vs. COI (Occupation Proximity, Panamanian Provinces, Year 2010)

The occupation classification system used for the Population Census of 2000 accounts for 1644
occupations. The corrected version of the ISIC Rev 3 classification that allows full concordance
between the 2000 and the 2010 editions accounts only for 325 economic activities.
27

Figure 32 - ECI vs. COI (Occupation Proximity, Panamanian Districts, Year 2010)

For illustrative purposes, this study will discuss the industrial diversification
strategy for one eastern province (in the strategic bets approach quadrant), one
interoceanic province (in the balanced approach column) and one western province
(in the ripe fruit quadrant). The visualization appendix attached to this study
displays all the relevant visualizations for all strategic approaches for all provinces
and districts within Panama (including the Panama-wide export diversification
visualizations discussed above).

4.1. Interoceanic region: The case of Colón

Figure 33 displays missing sectors for Colón grouped together and plotted by
distance, COG and economic complexity block. As expected for a relatively
developed region in terms of its domestic counterparts, we find that relatively few
sectors are missing, and that high complexity and COG industries tend to be
relatively close to other activities.

Figure 33. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Colón)

Figure 34 shows these numbers aggregated by economic sectors, and displaying
average metrics of the industries that are missing Colón and form part of the
respective sector. While Agriculture offers the nearest opportunities, the sector
accounts for very low complexity and connectivity opportunities. Much more
interesting are the logistics and commerce sectors, that are both closer and more
strategic than most other economic sectors. Utilities, real estate and financial
activities show more distantly and with relatively lower complexity levels than
logistics and commerce, yet they show the highest connectivity improvement
potential for Colón among all sectors in the economy.

Figure 34. Strategic Aggregated Sectors (Colón)

Figure 35 to Figure 38 show the same metrics from Figure 34, identifying sectors by
name and separating them by complexity block.

Figure 35. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Colón - Low Complexity)

Figure 36. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Colón - Medium-Low Complexity)

Figure 37. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Colón Province - Medium-High Complexity)

Figure 38. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Colón Province - High Complexity)

As discussed, the interoceanic region of the country falls in the Balanced Approach
quadrant for industrial diversification. In reducing the dimensionality of the
feasibility and opportunity metrics of missing products, the same criteria as the one
discussed in the international trade section was applied. Figure 39 shows the
average balanced approach scores of missing industries in each of the economic
sectors. This graph comes to underscore the previous finding that most interesting

opportunities given Colón’s strategic stance are likely in commerce and logistics
activities. These are followed by construction, utilities and agriculture.

Figure 39. Industrial Sectors by Balanced approach (Colón Province)

In visualizing the most interesting opportunities for Colón at the specific industry
level, Figure 40 and Table 9 show the top 50 industries in terms of the balanced
approach scores, displaying also their relevant economic complexity metrics.
Interestingly enough, in additional to the expected findings in logistics and
commerce; we find relevant manufacturing sectors that do overlap with the ones
we have already identified as potential when analyzing export diversification
opportunities for goods in Panama. It should be noted that Manufacturing did not
appear on Figure 39 with a high average score, due to the fact that these schedule is
built on sub-sectors averages, and other bulks of manufacturing sector pulling the
sector average downwards. 28 That should not prevent us from observing the list of
manufactures that made the top 50 industries according to their score on the
Balanced approach.

Plastics (plates, sheets, vases, containers), Foodstuffs (beer, fermented beverages,
preparations of meat and fish), and paper (newspapers, journal, periodicals,
cartons), are a few of the manufacturing items making the list of the top 50 missing
industries for Colón that had also showed up in our analysis in 4.1. Interoceanic
region: The case of Colón. On the other hand, the relevance of commerce and logistics
in this strategic list also points to the possibility of redeploying existing capabilities
to opportunities for export diversification in the logistic and air hub around the
Panama Canal and Colón Free Zone.

It should be noted that Manufacturing is the sector that accounts for the most individual industries
amongst the ones reported.
28

Figure 40. Strategic Industries (Balanced Approach, Colón)
Table 9. Top 50 missing activities for industrial diversification for Colón (Balanced)

4.2. Eastern Panama: The case of Darién
As was discussed above, Eastern Panama seems to have the least complex and
connected industrial structure in the country. As opposed to what Figure 33 showed
for Colón, Figure 41 shows that most interesting sectors from an opportunity
standpoint have low feasibility given Darién’s industrial structure.

Figure 41. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Darién Province)

Figure 42 shows aggregate sectors and average metrics of missing industries in
Darién. Education services show up at a feasible distance, high level of complexity,
and above average COG. Logistics associated to transport services; hotels and
restaurants show relatively high connectivity and complexity opportunities at a
medium feasibility level. At last, real estate and commercial activities show the
highest complexity and connectivity opportunities relatively distant to Darién’s
current industrial structure.

Figure 42. Strategic Aggregated Sectors (Darién Province)

Figure 43 to Figure 46 show specific missing industries by complexity block.

Figure 43. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Darién - Low Complexity)

Figure 44. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Darién - Medium-Low Complexity)

Figure 45. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Darién - Medium-High Complexity)

Figure 46. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Darién - High Complexity)

Given its disadvantaged position, deep in the Strategic Bets quadrant, industrial
diversification measures for Darién should prioritize opportunity over feasibility.
Figure 47 shows what aggregate sectors fare best in averaging the Strategic Bets
scores of its missing industries. Education services account for the highest scores,
while health services (mid-high complexity), logistics (high complexity and mid
opportunity gain) and hotels and restaurants (high complexity) concentrate the
areas of opportunity.

Figure 47. Industrial Sectors by Strategic Bets approach (Darién)

Finally, Figure 48 and Table 10 show the top 50 missing industries in Darién,
according to their Strategic Bets score. Some manufacturing activities make the cut
within the top 50 (newsprint, paper, dairies and other edibles, cement, repair of
transport equipment and plastics), but even as Strategic Bets (more weight on COG
and ECI), they are to be found at the bottom of the list. Sections on Education and
Health services probably reflect the relative insufficiencies of State footprint in
Darién, the poorest province in Panama. Other than these (more a public good than
an industry), it seems evident that sectors associated with the tourism industry
(ecotourism) and logistic service associated to transport of goods are the most
feasible opportunities.

Figure 48. Strategic Industries (Strategic Bets Approach, Darién)

Table 10. Top 50 missing activities for industrial diversification for Darién (Strategic Bets) 29

4.3. Western Panama: The case of Chiriquí
As discussed previously, Western Panama is between the Interoceanic region and
Eastern Panama in terms of economic complexity. The case of Chiriquí is
representative, as its scatter of missing industries (Figure 49) is somewhere
between that of Colón and that of Darién. The relationship between opportunity and
distance is still positive, but visibly less steep than that of Darién. Several mediumhigh and high complexity sectors with interesting COG levels appear a medium

Our hand-off statistical approach yield Logistics: Commission of the Panama Canal as the most
feasible, which is clearly not a transferable economic activity.
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distance, which suggest the attainability of very interesting sectors – as expected
from its strategic position (Figure 31).

Figure 49. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Chiriquí Province)

The aggregation of these metrics by sector confirms our initial intuition, as depicted
in Figure 50. Mid-high complexity industries in Construction; and Hotels and
Restaurants are relatively close. Moreover, tradable opportunities in agriculture and
manufacturing seem to balance feasibility and connectivity in interesting ways. At
last, commercial activities that account for the highest levels of complexity and COG
appear only at a medium distance.

Figure 50. Strategic Aggregated Sectors (Chiriquí)

Again, Figure 51 to Figure 54 show specific industries by complexity blocks.

Figure 51. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Chiriquí - Low Complexity)

Figure 52. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Chiriquí - Medium-Low Complexity)

Figure 53. Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Chiriquí - Medium-High Complexity)

Figure 54 - Distance, Opportunity Gain and Complexity (Chiriquí - High Complexity)

Chiriquí is amongst the best-positioned provinces in the Ripe Fruit quadrant of
Figure 31. Hence, Figure 55 shows aggregated industrial sector scores according to

the average score of their corresponding sections. Commercial activities, Logistics,
Construction and Utilities seem to be the sectors offering the most interesting
diversification opportunities for Chiriquí.

Figure 56 and Table 11 describe the characteristics of the top 50 industries in terms
of their Ripe Fruit score. The diverse manufacturing industries that make the list
suggest interesting opportunities for tradable development in Chiriquí, which was
not apparent from the low aggregate scores obtained by manufacturing and
agriculture in Figure 55. Again, this is due to other bulks of manufacturing sector
pulling the sector average downwards due to high distances to Chiriquí’s export
structure. Having said that, the upper half of top 50 list of potential industries is
populated by manufacturing, mostly related to minerals (metal press, forged
metal, primary products derived from iron, coke ovens), construction materials
(cement, lime, cast), and goods derived from wood (carpentry, musical
instruments). Also, the presence of several activities in wholesale commerce and
transport logistics suggests that it could also leverage its position as bordering
province to the rest of Central America to develop the sectors that are already
relatively close to its productive structure.

Figure 55. Industrial Sectors by Ripe Fruit approach (Chiriquí)

Figure 56. Strategic Industries (Ripe Fruit Approach, Chiriquí)

Table 11. Top 50 missing activities for industrial diversification for Chiriquí (Ripe Fruit)

5. Conclusions and policy recommendations
Panama has been one of the fastest growing economy in the world, doubling its
income per capita between 2005 and 2015. Growth has been characterized by a
large expansion of the construction sector, fueled by large public infrastructure
projects and demands coming from the surge of a modern service sector. Logistics,
transportation, financing intermediation, communications and trade, have
flourished and fueled the demand for office buildings, warehouses, trade and port
facility infrastructure.

It is unlikely that construction will keep on growing at the pace registered over the
previous decade. On the one hand, large public infrastructure projects such as the
Canal expansion or the Panama City metro, are unlikely to repeat, at least in size and
nature. On the other hand, non-residential construction cannot grow persistently at
a rate higher than the rest of the economy. Once the basic infrastructure required
for the modern service sector is in place, construction will decelerate and lose
weight within the Panamanian economy. The challenge lies in finding the new
spearheads that will take over the growth lead once the construction boom recedes.

Our data-driven analysis aims at leveraging the capabilities and know-how that
Panama has accumulated to identify opportunities for productive diversification at
the national and sub-national level. New industries, such as processed foodstuffs or
chemicals and plastics, rely on productive capacities already on the ground but also
demand a step-up in skills. That is also the case of deepening and expanding already
competitive service sectors, such as logistics, trade or even hotels and restaurants.
Panama is not capital-constrained, and enjoys one of the most favorable business
environments in the region. The challenge lies in attracting and fostering the
productive capabilities demanded by these potential opportunities that are still
missing. Some of them – in particular at the sub-national level – might be public
goods, and their impact on potential diversification can be used as criteria to
prioritize on their provision. Other might be plain know-how and skills currently
unavailable, or not relatively abundant on the Panamanian economy.
The policies of recent years point out in that direction, and significant progress has
been made. Authorities have made efforts to create a business ecosystem within its
special economic zones, in particular City of Knowledge and Panama-Pacific
(Hausmann, Santos and Obach, 2016). The Multinational Corporations Headquarters
law (SEM, from its initials in Spanish) opened the way for large multinational
companies to set foot in Panama, bringing new collective know-how and upgrading
the country´s skills. Large investments in education have been made, increasing
average years of schooling, and bringing completion rates in primary, secondary and
tertiary to the top of the region. Although these efforts are all aimed in the right
direction, they might be insufficient, in particular when it comes to achieving the
productive diversification opportunities we have outlined here.

Although the indicators of education from a quantitative standpoint have improved
significantly, the quality - as assessed by standardized tests - is among the worst in
Latin America. On top of that, Panama has instated many restrictions to the free flow
of migrant labor. There is a long list of around thirty occupations that are restricted
to immigrants by law. Even within the Special Economic Zones (SEZs), the transit of
labor and knowledge in and out of the zones is highly restricted. Foreign workers
enjoy their SEM visas as long as they remain within the multinational companies
hosted in the SEZs. Once they are out of them, all the time they have spent working
in Panama does not count for residence purposes. Citizenship from certain countries
are still considered national security concerns (i.e. India, China). Out of the SEZs, a
cap of 10% to the share of foreign workers in payroll exists. All these practices,

presumably aimed at protecting Panamanian workers, are preventing Panama from
developing the skill base needed to diversify its economy.

According to our assessments, these policies restricting the flow of migrants are not
helping the Panamanians. As registered by censuses, the inflow of high-skilled
migrants has helped Panamanians in their industry-region to make higher salaries.
This is a clear signal that the skills brought by immigrants are complementary, not
substitutes, to those of Panamanians (Hausmann, Santos and Obach, 2016). At the
same time, they indicate that immigrants, whether coming through the SEM Law or
not, have raised the constraint bar up to a point and help Panama grow at a faster
pace. But high-returns to migrants of similar education, experience, and gender than
their Panamanian counterparts are pointing out to skill-scarcity in Panama, which in
turn hinders prospects of productive diversification and growth.
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Appendix II: Technical Appendix
In this appendix, we describe the methods utilized for calculating the economic
complexity metrics used in this study. The analysis is based on two separate groups
of metrics: those based on exports of goods (HS Rev. 3, at 4 digits, based on customs
data from ANA for years 2013-2014), and those based in employment of all
industries producing either goods or services (Panama-adapted ISIC classification,
Rev. 3, 4 digits, based on Population Census data for 2000 and 2010).

In the explanation that follows, the methods as executed on the exports from
Panamanian exports are described. However, precisions will be made whenever the
procedures followed on employment data by industry differ mathematically from
those executed on export data. In the equations below, the sub-index c indicates
countries, provinces or districts, and the sub-index p indicates products or
industries, depending on the case. While no sub-index for years is shown in order to
simplify notation, all calculations are applied for each year separately.
Calculation of Revealed Comparative Advantages:

Exports by product, year and countries are organized in matrix form:
From this matrix, country and product aggregates can be constructed:

Building on these metrics, the Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) for each
country/product combination can be developed:

In terms of province or district specific employment in different industries, the
location quotient is basically the same mathematical expression. However, it must
be noted that calculations on employment data by industry use the Panamanian

totals as benchmark (Xp in this case is the total employment in Panama on industry
p, and X is the total employment across industries).
Diversity and Ubiquity Calculations

The RCA matrix is transformed in a binary matrix depending on whether a
particular value is larger than 1 or not.

This matrix indicates the products (or industries) that are relatively large in each
country, province and district. From this matrix, the basic Diversity indicator at the
locality level, and Ubiquity at the product (or industry) level can be built. These
account for the number of products with relatively large exports for each locality,
and the count of the places that export a given product with a relatively high
intensity.

In the case of employment, the same metrics are also calculated from a locationoccupation and an industry-occupation perspective – that is, an Mcp matrix that
captures whether an occupation is relatively large for a given location, and another
that measures the same concept for every given industry. The respective occupation
diversities at the location and industry levels are also calculated.
Economic Complexity Metrics by product and localities

One metric of the complexity of a location is its diversity weighed by the relative
ubiquity of the products (or industries) in which it displays a relative comparative
advantage levels larger than one. Similarly, the complexity of a product or industry
can be measured by its ubiquity weighed by the diversity of the localities that are
competitive in such product or industry. The matrix-algebra method that extends
this iterative exercise of correcting diversity with ubiquity and vice-versa, ad
infinitum, is called the method of reflections. Its use allows the development of the
following metrics:

Where:

Using vector notation, this can be expressed in the following way:

When n  ∞, we obtain the following expression:

Where

is an eigenvector of

.

The second largest eigenvector of
in the international trade data accounts for
the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) at the country level, and the second largest

eigenvector of
accounts for the Product Complexity Index (PCI). The ECI of a
country is mathematically equivalent to the average of the PCIs of those products
(or sectors) in which a location has an RCA larger than 1.

In the case of employment, the calculation of the ECI at the province or district level
follows the same logic, just applied to the Mcp, diversity and ubiquity values from
the location-occupation perspective. Following the criteria used in
http://dataviva.info, the complexity of different economic activities is simply
measured as its occupational diversity from an industry-occupation perspective.

Technological proximity between products (or industries), and distance from
a location to a product or sector
In the exports module, technological proximities between products are calculated
on international trade data at the country level. The technological proximity
between two products is calculated as the conditional probability that a country
exports a product with an RCA larger than 1, given that it does so with the other
product –this kind of conditional probability is called the “co-location” proximity
metric. To guarantee symmetry in the resulting proximity matrix, the ubiquity of the
most ubiquitous product in each pair of products is considered the fixed
denominator for the conditional probability – that is, the metric is always the
minimum conditional probability between each pair or products.

For the employment module, different approaches were developed and tested in
section 3 of this study. The technological proximity approach followed to develop
the industry diversification opportunities section is Occupation similarity
alternative. The mechanics of calculating this matrix are exactly those described
above for the export co-location proximities, applied on the relevant industryoccupation matrix. That is, the proximity metric between pairs or industries used
for all complexity calculations at the province and district levels are based on the
minimum conditional probability for an occupation to be demanded with an RCA
larger than 1 by an industry, given that it is so demanded by the other industry.
Feasibility and opportunity metrics

Building on the proximity metric between pairs of products, the density of a country
around a product or industry is the sum of the proximities between the products
that such country exports with RCA >1 and each given product.

The distance from a country to a product is measured as the unit minus the density
value for that country-product cell.
The Complexity Outlook Index (COI) of a locality is the sum of the densities for the
products in which a location has RCA lower than 1, multiplied by their PCIs.

Hence, places “closer” to producing a larger number of more complex products
show higher COI values.

Finally, the Complexity Outlook Gain (COG) of a product in a location is the COI gain
that a locality would observe by adding a given product to its export mix. This
metric takes into account both the immediate gain of adding the product and the
indirect gain of becoming “closer” to other products with RCA lower than 1.

These metrics are calculated in exactly the same fashion for the employment module
at the province and district levels, just using with the relevant industry proximities
and complexity metrics described above.
For more information

For a more detailed discussion on the conceptual basis of the Economic Complexity
Metrics, and to find further relevant technical literature, we invite you to visit the
Atlas of Economic Complexity (http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu) and to download the
book of the Atlas of Economic Complexity (http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/book).

